
The following items will be on my tables, #3 and #4, for sale at SLICS 2018.
“HWS” means Hackley, Woodin, and Scranton History of Modern U.S. Military Small Arms Ammunition.

Figures are not to scale. I’m still researching these and have not yet priced them. Your suggestions and comments
are requested and welcome. If you see something you like, I’ll be happy to hold it for you until the show. You can
contact me at mooneypilot@att.net or MelCarpenter1943@gmail.com. There will be many more similar items at
the show.

1.  Frankford Arsenal ,October 1884, 20-Gauge new-primed-empty copper (gilding metal) shotshell for the Springfield
Arsenal “Forager” shotgun based on the Model 1873 .45-70 “Trapdoor” rifle. Headstamp: F 10 84 No 20. HWS
Vol. I, page 267 (Vol. I Revised, page 255). Mint condition.

2. A display of a pair of nose-impact fuzes, one whole and the other sectioned. Marked: YYE6  PTM-2M (in

Cyrillic) 3144  4-85_ _ _3. The fuzes are 4.26 inches (108.3mm) in overall length and are in a very hard piece of

styrofoam. Because of cyrillic type, presumed to be Russian. Mint condition. Awaiting positive identification.

3. A cased display of an inert U.S. 2.75-inch Mark 67 rocket Smoke (white phosphours) warhead, sectioned and

mounted on a stepped aluminum base. The back of the light green warhead is marked 2.75 INCH  WP SMOKE

WARHEAD MK67. The warhead is in beautiful condition and is 15.8 inches long The 6.7 x 6.7 x 21-inch wood

case is extremely well built with brass corners and a spring-loaded retractable carrying handle on top.



4.  16mm Vega Machine Cannon, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, WW II. Plain steel projectile marked: 16 M/M

VMC-MX-1. Solid steel fuze unscrews easily to show empty projectile. Probable dummy, but with unstruck, staked,

brass primer. Cartridge makes no sound when shaken, so no powder (?). Headstamp: F  A   41 (insignificant

because these were formed from misc. .50 BMG brass). Designed for a narrow-width machine gun suitable for an

aircraft like a Lockheed P-38. HWS Vol. II page 244 for full story and drawing.

5.  Experimental all-plastic (polyethelyne) 12-Ga shotshell. Positive identification pending. (Winchester?)

6.  Remington WW II (1943-43) zinc-plated steel case .22 Long Rifle. Headstamp: U. HWS Vol. II, page 223.

7.  Millard Brothers Ltd., Motherwell, Scotland. Millard Pyrotechnic System (MPS) Sub-caliber kit (Training

Conversion System) to allow firing of .177 pellets in .38 Special revolvers. Kit includes 15 black plastic .38 Special

conversion cartridges, one steel version, rifled barrel insert, a tin of MPS pellets, a full box of unprimed MPS

pyrotechnic tubes, and cleaning brush plus instruction brochures. Labels in English and French.

8. Two-piece metal tin 6.3 inches long containing six “No.2 Caywood Cartridges” manufactured by Ellery S. Caywood.

Each cartridge is wrapped in paper with a notation to “Slit Seal Here.” The cartridges contain flash powder to be

used in Caywood’s flash lamp, used in early photography. Included is a copy of Caywood’s 1908 U.S. patent,

#907,969, which explains how the cartridges are used.



9. Spanish-American War 1898 Dynamite Gun cartridge, fired, with protective cap. Inside diameter at mouth is 1.63

inches (41.4mm), rim diameter is 2 inches (51mm), head diameter is 1.8 inches (46.6mm), and the case length is

153 mm (6 inches). The case has a very slight 1-inch bottleneck at the mouth for the protective cap, which has

several age stress cracks and remnants of the waxed or resined paper seal inside. The headstamp is WINCHESTER

R A. CO.  NEW HAVEN.  CT.  U.S.A. - with a crossed cannon ordnance stamp.

The dynamite canon illustration above was taken from page 94 of the January, 1949, Bannerman Military Goods

Catalog. The caption reads, in part: “This is the famous DYNAMITE GUN used by the ROOSEVELT ROUGH

RIDERS IN CUBA IN 1898. It is the finest relic of the famous regiment ... Guns of this type used a dynamite filled

projectile, which was driven from the gun by a charge of compressed air generated by discharging a BLANK

cartridge [this cartridge] in the lower barrel. ... General Funston says of its use in Cuba: When it gave its characteristic

cough, we saw the projectile sail through the air and strike the block house squarely in the center, the shell penetrated

and burst inside, killing the sixteen defenders, the structure was all demolished, portions of the roof being blown a

hundred feet in the air.” Another note on the page describes Roosevelt’s reaction on seeing the cannon later, in a

parade. The original 1949 Bannerman’s catalog, in excellent condition, is available with the shell.

10. Inert presentation 75mm TNT shell from WW I. The copper plaque on the side of the case reads: 75 MM. HIGH

EXPLOSIVE SHEEL MADE BY AMERICAN CAN COMPANY  PRESENTED WITH ITS COMPLIMENTS. Fuze

components unscrew easily to show empty projectile, and projectile slides out of empty case. OAL is 25.5 inches.


